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Annibale Bugnini on the “short form” of Lectionary readings:

-On the Sundays of Ordinary Time one of the three Synoptic Gospels 
will be read in each year of the cycle; there will thus be a Matthew year, 
a Mark year, and a Luke year. It will be possible in this way to bring out 
more fully the characteristics of each Gospel. The parts of John that are 
not read in the other seasons of the year will be used in the Mark year, 
since Mark is the shortest of the Synoptics. 

-Except in Advent and Lent, there will be a semi-continuous reading 
of each Gospel. The other readings will be harmonized more or less closely 
with the gospel, so that as far as is feasible, there will be a thematic unity 
that will ease the preacher's task. 

-In this selection of passages, those will be omitted that require a com
plex exegetical or literal explanation before any spiritual application is pos
sible. This does not mean, however, the exclusion of all texts that may 
be somewhat difficult, simply because they are difficult; the homily, after 
all, has for one of its functions to explain the meaning of the sacred text 
in its context. 

-For some readings that would be very long if read in their entirety 
(for example, the stories of the Samaritan woman and the man born blind), 
the Lectionary will indicate how the passage may be shortened in a way 
that retains the essential parts of the pericope. In a limited number of 
cases, moreover, an alternate optional reading will be given that has the 
same meaning; the celebrant can choose it if he thinks it fits better with 
the concrete situation of the congregation before him. 

2) Weekday readings. A further expansion of the knowledge of Scrip
ture will be made possible by the series of weekday readings, which will 
be independent of the festive Lectionary. Each day will have its own read
ing from Scripture at Mass, just as it does in the Office. It will thus be 
possible on weekdays to avoid repetition of the Sunday readings and of 
the same readings in the Common of the Saints. 

The principles governing the organization of the ferial or weekday Lec
tionary are the following: 
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